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An Overview of the Socio-Legal 

Predicaments of Dowry System 
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ABSTRACT 

Dowry Process is just one of those contributing variables toward social issues that affect 

girls and women in India along with also other neighbouring states wherever dowry 

continues to be commonplace. It's mostly something special of any type awarded to 

bridegroom or his spouse and children throughout the union. It's likewise something which 

is profoundly rooted in civilization. But legally speaking, dowry is prohibited in India. It is 

still a more frequent practice in all regions in India. But family members with low income 

under the poverty point; dowry can be an immense issue. Dowry can set unusual fiscal 

stress on very low-income family members. Frequently, rather than being an actual 

present, but it's of the requirement out of bride groom's family members. Hence that the 

bride family should think of the monetary capital to fit with the condition in the bride 

groom's aspect, you can find reports of mom and dad attempting to sell their property or 

carrying out loans that are enormous contrary to their domiciles to marry their daughter 

off.  

The guidelines of the union, particularly, caste endogamy along with clan exogamy, and 

anuloma along with pratiloma, are screened and screened for keeping the dowry technique. 

These policies prohibit the selection of partner variety, as union occurs within the caste 

and out the clan. Additional, a lady should become married into some boy that belongs to 

some family group using a standing more than her loved ones. This clinic of union alliance 

is popularly called hypergamy or anuloma. If a lady is married into a boy who's loved ones 

standing is lesser than the woman, it is called hypogamy or pratiloma. So, anuloma has 

limited alternative and also designed an urge to provide a lady using union to some family. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Only described, dowries seem to be harmless. They have been marriage gift suggestions, 

commonly money in the bride's family members to a groom's family members to waive a union. 

But you and peer-reviewed somewhat nearer are going to discover a strategy too nasty and 

resistant to women's legal rights as kid union, female vaginal mutilation, along with approaches 

                                                      
1 Author is a student of University Institute of Legal Studies Chandigarh University, India. 
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of douleur guardianship. 

In over just a dozen states Round the planet, dowries are ordinary exercise. In nearly all 

scenarios, the clinic indirectly or directly oppresses ladies. Often-times it results in violence 

and abuse. 

India is your epicentre of all dowry civilization, though the federal government prohibited the 

clinic 1961, and also the impacts of the machine are anyplace corroding attempts toward more 

massive sex and financial equality.2   

II. MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM: 

Back in India, also especially at Delhi along with even other metropolis, dowry Murders and 

suicides have turned into a topic of fantastic problem. Back in Delhi alone, a bride had been 

burnt to departure every couple of months. An overall number of 162 scenarios of the burning 

of ladies were claimed at Delhi in between 1 April and 30 June 1983. This has been an all-time 

large quantity of these kinds of episodes. Also, dowry has been the very leading reason behind 

this happening.3 

The Issue of dowry is preferred with all parts of Modern Indian society. However, it has grown 

into a recurring wicked, particularly one of the educated middle classes participated in salaried 

occupations and commerce and trade. Ladies' businesses, voluntary institutions, both the 

intelligentsia, as well as the press, have voiced their profound dilemma for discovering lawful 

and reformative cures to suppress the menace with the social wicked. Incidences of those 

dowry-related atrocities and offences have happened lately being an effect of the societal 

breakout generated by different organizations and groups.4 

Dowry isn’t a present, ‘reunite present', '' a ‘swap' or even a ‘mutual gesture'. It's regarded as a 

cost in the union of the lady that parents must incur with inducing. Children of some boy of 

marriageable age that owns the credentials which the mother and father of the lady want require 

a dowry in accordance from precisely what they presume maybe your ‘significance' in the kid.5 

But there are testimonials to Bride Price from the circumstance of this conventional kind of 

union. There are references to decorations supplied for the bride. Even the Smritis do not cite 

dowry. Dowry is actually a happening that appeared at the period. Even the Rajput princes, 

both thikanedars and jagirdars gave off gift suggestions with their own brothers in good time 

                                                      
2 www.challenges.openido.com visited on 1st July,2020. 
3www.lawnn.com visited on 1st July, 2020. 
4 https://yourarticlelibrary  visited on 1st July, 2020. 
5 Ibid.  
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of union with an opinion to demonstrate their own prosperity along with remarkable standing. 

In the length of time, the clinic filtered down by your prosperous Rajputs along with different 

twice-born castes into additional segments.6 

Listed below are nine factors dowry civilization in India is dreadful for ladies: 

Women Are Killed 

Additional than 8,000 ladies die as a consequence of both India's dowry technique every year. 

On occasion, a female is killed with her spouse or in-laws if her family members cannot boost 

the asked dowry present. Other events, ladies perpetrate suicide later confronting abuse and 

harassment because of a failure to fulfil up with the dowry price tag. 

And impunity extends the cycle of violence -- merely a 3rd of noted dowry-motivated murders 

cause convictions.7 

Women Are Abused 

Females who cannot cover an expected dowry selling price or that aren't able to create extra 

obligations, in the long run, tend to be at the mercy of abuse and harassment. Other occasions, 

husbands or in-laws toss acid onto a lady or put her on fire. 

“The violence ranges from brutal beatings, emotional torture, withholding money, throwing 

them out of the house, keeping them away from their children, keeping mistresses openly,” or 

in extreme cases, “burning the wife alive,” Savra Subratikaan, a women’s rights worker in New 

Delhi, told the Pulitzer Centre.8 

Make Child Marriage More Likely 

To prevent bigger dowries, households regularly wed their wives away as kiddies. 

Globally, over 700 million Women living now were wed when they've been under18. From 

2050, this variety is predicted to grow to 1.2 billion, as stated by the anti-child union non-profit 

Women maybe not brides. 

India gets got the maximum child-brides on earth, and also this happening has been partially 

driven from the dowry technique. Younger a woman is even, the lower dowry selling price will 

under usual circumstances be, in order to save income; households wed their brothers off in 

younger ages.9    

                                                      
6 www.openido.com visited on 1st July, 2020. 
7 Supra note 10. 
8 www.lexologylegal.com visited on 1st July, 2020. 
9 www.lawfinder.com visited on 1st July, 2020. 

http://pulitzercenter.org/reporting/broken-promise-dowry-violence-india
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Dowries Keep Girls from Going to School 

To maintain dowry costs, families additionally keep women out of going to college, due to the 

fact dowry price ranges grow with every extra year of conventional instruction. 

Families additionally see college prices for a woman for being a waste of dollars because the 

investment isn't going to be recouped from the household later on in daily life. Further, most 

ladies are frequently kept in your home to-do labour for coaching to become improved house-

wives.10 

Dowries Maintain Gender Inequality 

The dowry method dehumanizes ladies by treating them as land -- merchandise which may be 

traded. To make things even worse, the device additionally guesses them being a weight, as 

opposed to advantage, to be handed together -- a bride's household pays that the groom's house 

to get the feel of care of their bride. 

Thus every dowry that is paid reinforces a platform by which ladies are seen as unmarried 

taxpayers.11 

Dowries Lead to Infanticide 

As girls are seen like a financial burden to a family group, most mothers and fathers abort ladies 

or let them perish after arrival. This contributes to the chronic under-valuing of ladies, along 

with a broad sex disparity. 

You will find 914 women for every one hundred boys at India at the 0-6 age category, based 

to 2011 census statistics.12 

Dowries Keep Women from Economic Independence 

Dowries were meant to Provide Help Ladies accomplish a level of liberty in the union, based 

on Varsha Ramakrishnan, a physician and writer emphasizing women's overall health. A bride 

family could present her money which pillow will aid her own hands within her conclusions. 

With time, the clinic morphed to a method which supports the dominance of husbands and also 

the addition of grandparents.13 

Dowries Trap Poor People in Debt 

Dowries frequently induce bad households to carry loans out using exorbitant rates of interest 

                                                      
10 www.lighttheminds.com  visited on 1st July, 2020. 
11 www.globalcitizen.org visited on 2nd July, 2020. 
12 www.topper.com visited on 2nd July,2020. 
13 Ibid. 
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only, market their territory to improve dollars, claim to cover dowries in payments, and also 

new situations which may cause crippling credit card debt. 

 “Families from his income group often go begging in order to give marriageable daughters a 

dowry,” Haji Mumtaz Ali, who heads an anti-dowry campaign, told. “Other parents sell their 

farmland to come up with a dowry. Some parents take out high-interest loans from money 

lenders and get trapped with huge debts”. 

Dowries also hasten class hierarchies. Wealthy family members that expect high dowries, in 

essence, exclude inferior family members from requesting for a union.14  

III. DOWRIES DISCRIMINATE AGAINST THE DISABLED 

The dowry Program drawbacks Women that are disabled or that have medical states as a 

possible spouse's loved ones will frequently require high premiums for the union. 

A college Text-book at their country of Maharashtra has been dragged after individuals became 

lethargic within a department; nevertheless “handicapped and ugly" ladies will confront 

increased dowry rates.15 

Dowries are prevalent and Oppressive -- however, doesn't signify that the clinic is really 

entrenched it cannot be hammered. You will find women's legal rights, and economic justice 

moves climbing in India who wants to abolish dowries. One anti-dowry effort that works in 

about three Muslim-majority cities has attracted dowries from 95 per cent of unions to 5% of 

associations, as demonstrated by some consultant. But a lot more should be accomplished. 

Regulations expressly prohibit dowries. However, it is suffering from a shortage of 

authorities.16 

 Dowry process is a convention which really does not belong to one nation; it's in all around 

over the globe. The ex's mothers and fathers (bride spouse and children ) supplies items, gifts, 

along with whole or movable house into the groom, his mother and father, or even his loved 

ones because a state of the union, along with involvement.17 

We live in the 21st century; however, nevertheless, lots of societal evils exist within our society 

now. Dowry is among these. We cannot picture a union devoid of dowry in certain regions on 

the planet. It's compulsory in a few nations. Even the dowry might be at virtually any function. 

Should I make a dowry checklist, hundred-plus goods are going to be in it. The principal dowry 

                                                      
14 www.vikaspedia.in visited on 2nd July, 2020. 
15 www.jstor.org visited on 2nd July, 2020. 
16 search.proquest.com visited on 2nd July, 2020. 
17 www.timesofindia.com visited on 2nd July, 2020. 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2017/jun/05/take-a-stand-indian-families-returning-dowries-dahez-roko-abhiyan-campaign?utm_content=buffer14f28&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
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objects include currency, car or truck, motorbike, stone and household furnishings and toaster, 

electronics, garments, and several different products. 

1. Causes of Dowry System 

Additionally, there are lots of reasons for dowry strategy within our society; however, the 

principal motives are: 

It is a tradition 

Yes, even dowry is a married heritage that’s forthcoming For the very last decades as soon as 

the bride parents provide needful factors at her kid's union therefore that she could live 

effectively. Nevertheless today we've grown to be compulsory for everybody. Either way, 

you've got not or money you will have to devote dowry for her lady union. Even the dowry 

custom continues and rising daily.18 

Greedy Groom families demand it 

A groom's house inquires for groom parents exactly what matters Are you going to donate on 

or before union? As their son does an excellent job they possess a fantastic real estate; their 

son does a superb firm, they possess a superior standing on the modern society or even longer 

basis behind tough it. In case her mother and father have consented then your groom and bride 

have married. Differently, no connection is ever manufactured. But, these things are talked 

about earlier their participation or even initially.19 

Brides family want to give it 

Each parent needs their own woman to go to a wealthy spouse and children. They locate a man 

with an excellent occupation, company, or even decent earnings resources. We can express the 

bride parents look for a boy who's inside their degree (socially and economically) and on 

occasion up. To fulfil this difference that the bride’s family will not wait from committing 

dowry.20 

To build a reputation in society 

Both bride and groom's household believe should they will provide dowry on the union that it 

increases your own reputation and individuals may converse excellent about these. At a 

straightforward Earth, dowry is provided for show-off too. Folks review themselves into each 

other. In case they can give dowry, then why don't you? Our erroneous thoughts may also be 

                                                      
18 www.digitalcommons.edu visited on 2nd July, 2020. 
19 www.learn.culturalindia.net visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
20 www.brainly.in visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
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fostering the dowry.21 

Illiteracy 

Still another idea behind dowry program, deficiency of instruction (Illiteracy) at a culture. The 

dowry dilemma is significantly more in undeveloped or developing countries in comparison to 

developed nations. When a lady or female will probably be well trained and doing work 

afterwards, why anyone must provide dowry? The older believing men and women or illiterate 

individuals tend to be somewhat more thinking about acquiring dowry.22 

Ignorance of anti-dowry laws 

Dowry Prohibition Act is unsuccessful, or individuals do not take care of any of its particular 

law as it's perhaps not executed effortlessly. Even individuals have no idea more about the 

endowment behave that's enacted to avoid the taking or to give of the grant. You might need 

to visit the prison or even fill out a substantial nice to this particular.23 

2. Problems and Effects of Dowry System  

The following are problems pertaining to marriage and family dowry which are affecting 

our society seriously: 

Domestic violence against women 

Dowry isn't only a one-time procedure. It retains on-going after union too. A couple of 

egocentric families plague married girls to attract additional dowry, or at the event, there is a 

failure to satisfy dowry requirements. As a consequence, that the in laws spouse and children 

does struggle, be at her tricky, and on occasion they kill her. Daily most women unfortunate 

instances are enrolled because of dowry. In some cases, married girls devote to suicide because 

of steady harassment; a few are burnt or hurt defectively by in laws family members. Dowry 

deaths have been located mostly in Pakistan, India, Iran, Bangladesh, and also a couple more 

states in the globe.24 

Financial burden 

It's an enormous fiscal burden on modern society. Even the bride's household commences 

amassing merchandise and spending less to get dowry on her union by your afternoon that she 

chooses arrival. In lots of instances, her mom and dad need to decide to borrow dollars from 

family members and buddies, that loan by the financial institution and possibly sell their own 

                                                      
21 www.quora.com visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
22 www.ebscohost.com visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
23 www.pinterest.jp visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
24 www.ijlsi.com visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
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real estate to doing only her union. An ordinary middle-class invested 20 lakhs on lady union.25 

Waste of money 

Sure, it's wholly a waste of the money. People do not spend less the maximum amount of 

money in their own kid's instruction and livelihood while they devote dowry and union 

expenditures. A normal amassing of 300 to 1, 000 guests at an ordinary Indian wedding and 

also bride spouse and children care of most of these food, comforts and sitting. It's also a new 

kind of dowry. We can save you money towards the financial institution or utilize it to their 

education.26 

Encourage to gender discrimination and female foeticide 

Why consistently bride parents now need to provide dowry, groom why family maybe never? 

A lady's parents become separated from her cherished kid indefinitely, but we want dowry with 

her. This isn't honest and promotes gender discrimination. Our society now gives more great 

taste to this little boy one. Dowry way of life additionally encourages female foeticide because 

of sex inequality and many households cannot manage marriage expenditures.27 

3. Social Dimensions of Dowry: 

English Instruction and extra-curricular Tasks have Highlighted That the Issue Of all dowry. 

A boy having proper instruction and occupation gets sought after the game to get a lady. When 

whatever gets retained any pace using wider societal and financial fluctuations in India, then 

it's the growth in dowry regarding material and cash products. No matter brand new services 

and products arrive at the current market, like motorbike, car or truck, new music system, DVD 

player, TV, refrigerator, and house products, electrical appliances, apparel, decorations, home 

furniture, etc., also have come to be part of the dowry. 

When parents of all moderate financial status can't meet up with dowry requirements, so their 

kid continues to be unmarried; even should they can provide a dowry they become into debt 

that is heavy. Needs for longer dowries right after union have come to be a source of the 

struggle between households of their boy and also of their lady? Once the requirements aren't 

achieved, brides are plagued, burnt, tortured, or else they perpetrate suicide. 

Dowry has additionally come to be a sign of status for equally both the dowry-givers as well 

as also the dowry-takers. It is regarded as a thing of urgency to provide a lot more dowry than 

the kin along with caste-fellows along with to others. Children of some Boy boast their son 

                                                      
25 wwwen.reset.org visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
26 www.pulitzercenter.org visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
27 www.dailytimes.com  visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
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brought an exact large quantity of endowment, for example, a vehicle, a block of property or 

some level, an online video along with the other high-end and house things. The two givers 

and people of dowry speak about those items and appreciate them using some feeling of 

gratification.28 

4. How can we Stop Dowry System? 

The following are some important steps to eradicate dowry which we and our Government 

will need to take together-- 

 All Groom need to take step up and “say no to dowry”. Boys will need to persuade 

their parents which they won't give or take dowry. They ought to possess the assurance to 

generate your own dwelling. They ought to execute an effortless union with no added expenses 

along with show-off. 

 Teach your girl, therefore that she is becoming self-dependence and commences 

benefiting from bringing that will assist her fiscally and assemble trust and self-esteem. A 

teenaged woman will also be equipped to create her personal decision and struggle any 

violence. 

 The government needs to implement the dowry law strictly . No matter how the 

dowry prohibition act has turned into a presence in a single county, but persons do not follow 

as it isn't enforced strictly. Committing and accepting dowry is prohibited in a few states, and 

he'll be punishable. The govt should amend law enforcement and clarify union expenses 

amount, recognize the sufferer and penalize them and resolve dowry instances quickly; 

therefore, victims could go to prison. 

 Say' No more' to all those greedy grooms. Indeed, stay off from do not earn any 

connection together with all those greedy men and women who request committing dowry. 

Make everything tidy before union to prevent additional problems. If they pressurize you for 

determining endowment, then you could take strong actions. 

 Social recognition actions. The societal consciousness efforts may additionally help 

educate the folks and remove the dowry heritage. It's the consequence of consciousness, so 

persons have begun accomplishing simple unions devoid of taking/giving dowry. 

 It isn't easy to indicate a list of variables accountable for your own habit of endowment, 

however, we can think about the tentative record. Included in these are guidelines of union 

(which include hypergamy), caste hierarchy, patriarchy, primogeniture, very low standing of 

                                                      
28 www.nation.com visited on 3rd July, 2020. 
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girls, contemporary schooling and occupation, a bogus awareness of status, along with a 

financial wealth of several men and women. Due to the fact dowry has turned into a more 

complex phenomenon as well as also a societal difficulty, it demands quick and far-reaching 

curative steps. 

 Simply legislation wouldn't be satisfactory. Laws have a lot of lacunae, plus it's perhaps 

not simple to defeat. Some voluntary businesses also have begun moves contrary to the 

establishment of an endowment. All these bureaus have coordinated demonstrations from the 

events of dowry homicides, suicides, harassment and torture. The social boycott continues to 

be achieved sometimes. 

 That which we want now is that a crusade from that wicked that includes, undamaged 

destroyed various households and has long been wrecked lives of tens of thousands of ladies 

calendar year in, year out. That was a requirement to chalk out a program with both therapeutic 

and preventative steps and short-term and long-term apparatus. The long-term measures could 

incorporate inculcation of the brand new ideology as well as also a sign system that guarantees 

that a location of honour to their mother and father. 

 Teenage boys of the marriageable era do become marketable products sold with their 

own parents into their mother and father of female in yield for dowry. Egalitarian values would 

be the sole replacement for caste-based hypergamous unions. Inter caste unions ought to be 

invited. Arranged unions with requirements of dowry need to proceed. 

 The preventative and temporary apparatus would consist of prompt actions when 

episodes of dowry deaths, humiliation and harassment come about. The sufferers of dowry 

ought to be given social and legal security. Media -- both the electronic and print -- needs to 

highlight this sort of events together with seriousness to suppress the menace at the future. 

 Street-corner plays need to portray such events because of severe existence topics and 

much less supply of leisure. Exotic leaders, police officers, businessmen among many others 

should not be authorized to give or take dowry in virtually any sort, perhaps not really in the 

shape of presents and gifts. 

 It has grown into a barbarous wicked. A guy who supplies dowry into his daughter 

intends to require longer dowry because of his young child. In case this an item carries on, 

there is not going to be any limit for the social wicked. Thus, the steps indicated below would 

be the lone manner outside to decrease the overall size of the issue. 

In The ending, the endowment can be actually a societal stigma that will be taken off with our 
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gifts as well as also awareness. It's in our own blood therefore that it is going to need long 

hours and energy to wash. Do not earn any kid's daddy poor or even lender. Our wants are not 

likely to meet along with additional cash and Matters. 

***** 


